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LIVING ROSARY TO HONOR MARY
City Invited To
Annual May Day
On Campus Sunday
By Tim Leahy
The now-annual May Day
celebration in honor of the
Blessed Virgin Mary will take
place again this year on the
Xavier University Campus
· Sunday afternoon, May 1. Along
with similar efforts being conducted by C a t h o 1 i c groups
throughout the nation, this t.ribute to Mary will include many
Catholic c o 11 e g e students of
Greater Cincinnati. The public is
invited and all those in any way
interested in spreading devotion
to the Mot'ber of Christ are encouraged to attend.

Participating in the festivities
will be representatives from Xavier, Our Lady of Cincinnati,
Mount St. Joseph, Villa Madonna,
St. Elizabeth and Good Samaritan
Schools of Nursing, the University of Cincinnati Newman Club,
and the Phi Kappa fraternity and
Theta Phi Alpha sorority of the
same school. The general committee planning the program is
composed of Chairman Richard
Robinson-Xavier junior and prefect of the Sodality, Helen Poland
of OLC, Sarah Sweeney. from Mt.
St. Joseph and Sheila Plunkett of
Villa Madonna. They will be assisted by committees within the
respective institutions mentioned
above.
The program will begin with a
gathering of the participants at

2:15 in front of Hinkle Hall on the dalities from the above-named

Dick Robinson

Xavier campus driveway, where
those assembled will sing the National Anthem. At 2:30 all will
then proceed down the steps and
along Victory Parkway to the
Shrine of Our Lady of Victory,
where "Mother Dear, 0 Pray for
Me" will be sung.
The procession \Vill then move
via Dana Avenue and Winding
Way to the Xavier Fieldhouse and
there around the altar a "living
rosary" will be formed by students from OLC, Mt. St. Joseph,
Villa Madonna and Xavier University, including the Evening
College. Miss Terry Fraser,
daughter of C. Glynn Fraser, Xavier instructor, will crown the
statue of the Blessed Virgin, attended by prefects of girls' so-

schools.
A prayer of dedication will be
made by Chairman Robinson,
and the rosary will then be led
successively by each participant
on the floor forming the "living
rosary". Raphael Fitzgerald of
Xavier will give the meditations
for each decade, after which Fr.
Whalen, director of CYO activity
in the Cincinnati archdiocese,
will deliver a short address. Benediction of the Blessed ~acra
ment will follow and complete the
proceedings.
The Xavier Band will furnish
musical accompaniment, the Xavier Clef Club will lead in the
choral singing and the ROTC
honor guard will accompany the
procession.
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COUNCIL ELECTIONS TODAY AND FRIDAY

~oils

Open 9.4
In Bellarmine
By Jim O'Brien
Today and tomorrow, May 28
and 29, students of all classes will
go to the polls in Bellarmine
Chapel Lobby- to elect their representatives to Student Council
from the host of candidates that
have been officially recognized.
Milt Partridge, chairman of the
Board of Elections, has announced
that the polls will be open from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on both days.
Not one whit fazed by the recent criticism of Council which
has come from some quarters,
but actively aroused by it, 34
candidates have submitted their
names. By classes they· are the
following:
Candidates
Senior Class: Leo J. Breslin,
Jim Charles· (for re-election)
George H. Clayton, George E.
Dreideshemier, John T. Hiltz,
George A. Jutze, and Max Lammers.
.
Junior Class: Dennis Barron,
Edward J. Carter, Tim Dowd,
Fred A. Forney, Heron Frey,
Lawrence A. Kane (for re-election), James C. Keefe, John G.
Lewe, Robert J. McDevitt, James
R. McGann, James Murphy, Reid
F. Murphy, Thomas A. Murphy,
James J. Hammacher, and John
Stemle.
Sophomore Class: Thomas B.
Bischoff, John A. Cade (for reelection), Fred C. Reid, Herman
Ruether, Thomas- R. Smith,
Thomas J. Tully, Leonard Supple,
and Jack Stechschulte.
' Special Offices
Those running ~or special offices are: For Social Committee
Chairman, Jerry Halloran, Robert
Schildmeyer, and Bob Robisch.
Robert E. Drennan is. the only
candidate for the office of Athletic Committee Chairman.
Under the by-laws of Student
Council's constitution, the Board
of Elections will carry out the
following regulations: 1. It shall
determine the place of the poll
and act as poll clerks. 2. It shall
make certain that mimeographed
or printed ballots shall be used.

-(Continued on Pll• 6)

Masquers Present 'Song Of Bernadette'
For Five Night Run In South Hall Theater

Barbara Dilworth, Naomi Mondiek and Joan Gerke are pictured above, left to right, in scenes
from "Song of Bernadette" which opened on campus last night.
· -Photo by SchlanseT

By Lou Bunning
The Masque Society, following
their successful tour to Louisville, Ky., opened their five night
stand of Song of Bemadette in
the South Hall theater last night
before a near capacity house.
The dramatic presentation of
Franz Werfel's stirring novel
marks the second full length, extended-run production that the
group has presented this year.
Maxwell Anderson's MaTy of
Scotland was the other presentation.
Tickets for the evening performances are available in the
bookstore on campus or at the
Central Ticket Office, Bond
Clothing Store, In downtown
Cincinnati. Students wlll be
given one ticket on the,student
pass book and the privilege of
purchasing a companion ticket
at 55 cents. All other seats are
$1.20. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.
The story of Bernadette and the
Lady of Lourdes is told simply.
After Bernadette sees "the Lady"
she is reprimanded by her par(Contlnued
Pase 6)

on

Seven Upperclassmen Chosen
As. Alpha Sigma Nu Members
Seven Xavier students will be initiated into Alpha Sigma
Nu, national Jesuit honor society, at a banquet and ceremonies to be held Sunday at the Hotel Sinton. Names of the
three seniors and four juniors elected to the Xavier chapter
of the society were announced by Dean Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.
Chosen on the basis of their
scholarship, loyalty and service,
t h o s e elected include seniors
Robert A. Conway, Timothy J.
Leahy and Arthur M. Ney, Jr.,
and juniors Louis A. Bunning,
Jr., Charles D. Hogan, Jr., Paul
P. Thiemann,- Jr., and Walter W.
Whalen.
In addition to the initiates, administration officials and graduate members of the society will
be present for the Sunday ceremony, which includes the initiation ritual, awarding of official
keys and certificates of membership, and the banquet.
Requirements Are High
Alpha Sigma Nu's three-fold
requirement for membership

gives it a high place in the honorary fraternity field. To be
eligible for membership a student
must rank in the upper twentyfive percent of his class in addition to fulfilling the requirements of loyalty and service.
Four members are ordinarily
chosen in their junior year, although the university president
is empowered to appoint three
additional students from either
the junior or senio1· .class.

New Members Active
All of the seven new members
are prominent in student affairs
on campus. Conway is president
of Student Council and the Var-

(Continued on P•I• 6)

l{eefe Named
Sp·orts Editor
Jim Keefe, sophomore, a member of the News sports staff and
sports writer for the Catholic
Telegraph-Register, has been appointed acting Sports Editor for
the News to replace Joe Meyer,
Jr., who was suspended this week
in an announcement Saturday
by Prof. Joseph Link, Jr., faculty
director of the News.
Meyer, serving as Sports Editor
since September, 1948, was suspended for not following explicit
instructions of the faculty director and not for anything he had
written or published. Mr. Link
explained today that disciplinary
action had always been taken
against students not following instructions just as a writer or reporter on any paper would be
called to task if he disregarded
instructions of the publisher.
In a letter to Meyer, Prof. Link
expressed appreciation for the
interest and work Meyer had put
forth for the· XU News. He had
given Meyer instructions in writing to interview Mr. Stephens and
Mr. Kluska of the Sports Department, to set up an hour weekly
press conference with them and
to report back to him in writing
by Tuesday, Api'il 19. No report
was made by Meyer by Saturday,
April 23, when action was taken.

PI"esident To Talk
On Xavier's Future
The Rev. Celestine J. Steiner,
S.J., president of Xavier University, will discuss "The Ten Steps
into the Future," the Xavier development plan, in an informal
faculty meeting on Saturday at
the Union Building main floor
dining room.
An informal get-together at 6
p.m. will be followed by a buffet
supper at 6:30.
The meeting will be terminated early to permit the faculty
to attend the performance of
"Song of Bernadette."
Wives and friends 'of the faculty are invited.
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Words,Far Less
Rosaries At 'X'

SO THEY SAY
By

Fred Neuibill

A Budding Tragedy Done In The ~anner Of O~e Willy
Council Prexy Blasts Poor •Shakespeare,
Who, If Active Today, ~·g~t Be Referred to By
Support o/ Prayer Crusade
News Writers As "The Stratford Scribe
By Tom Gallagher
• • • • •
.

Verbally pointing an accusing YE OLDE ANNUAL EDITORS:
finger at the Xavier student bo~y,
To stay or not to stay: that is the question,
• T"
Student· Council President Bob
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
EDlTOR-tN-CHIEF ........................................................................................Rlehar4 E. Henkel,
Conway censured the lackadaisiThe slings and arrows of the impeding moderator,
BUBINEss MANAGER ........................................................................................ Jerry .,:alloran, ·~o cal campus outlook on the TraMANAGING EblTOR ............................................................................ Loala A. Ba lnr, Jr., ·~o
d
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
ABBoelate Edltor.......................................................................................................... John Wa~ell, wd ditionists' hourly Rosary Crusa e
And by resigning end them? To quit: to leave;
0
:;~~;s E::;~oa:::::::::::::::::::::.:·:::::::::::::::::::.~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;1;;;··T~eer~. ~i in Bellarmine Chapel at Monday's
No more; and by quitting say that we end
.
StaU Correspondents ............ Arl Ney, Jim O'Brien, Jim Bechtold, Charles Horan, Jo In meeting of Council.
The heartache and the thousand unnatural shocks
Cade, Al Moser, John Connelly, l\'llllam Parsely, blek Hartlran, Len Sapp e,
F1'rst
Conway
traced
the
ups
Norman Nagent William Lehman, J"mea SchoUlellotte, Geor1e Lampe, Thoml\s
That staffs are heir to . . .
Gallagher, Jerry Massa, George Realng, Joseph Stine, Fre4 Ne~blll, Walter Vea- and dourns of the attendance figter, Audrey McCaHerty, Frank Ritter, Jean Halloran, Harry Maley, Pat Riley,
,.
To quit, resign;
Mary Leah Nicholson, James Reynold•, Joan Gerke.
ures during the year. Then he
Resign: But be reminded; aye, there's the rub;
Sports Staff............ Jlm Keefe, Jade Hila, George Jatze, Jack Schroe4er, Ray Sullivan, moved into the heart of his apJlm Raafeld, Frank Sommerkamp, ban Richter.
dd
Tl L h
h t th'
For if we quit they'll remember long after
Edllorlal Wrlters ........................................ R. Henkel, L. Bunning, J, Wa e 11• m eally, peal. "I myself believe t a
lS
We have :;;huffled off .this harried staff . . .
Evenln1 College Editor.............................................................................................. LarryhBar er act1·v1'ty of the Trad1'tionists is one
Photosraphera ....Stan Keller, Emmett Ryan, Denis Cash, Pat Gleeson, Bob Se lanaer.
For who would bear the whip and scorns of him,
0
~!~~~~~!''8&;;;1::::::::::::::::::::P~t"'Ki~'il;;· ..0;;.. 0·;0;;;;~·ii','"ii;·ij;h"u;1t;;;;·;~;":J~'h':h Q'u~;:! of the most oustanding innovaWho over rules, orders what he wants without
c1rculat1on1 l\lanarers ........................................................ Gene Frlellmann, Bob c
mey~r tions here in recent years. All
Thought to our careful plans; the long delays;
Facally Editorial Advlser..........................:......................... Rev. Victor c. Stecbschult_e, 8,M my talk may amount to a series
The insolence of office and the spurns
~;-~u~~! 1 °::,.E~::!~;~ . ;;·. ;;j;;;~~;;t");1'"~·~;j;;~"l;~·i~·;; ..;~1~:::.\t!i~1:!~1:i~· and of pious platitudes, but I hope
Of him who "reports only to the top;" . . . .
raea& writers do not neceaaarlly express the official opinions of the Xavier Unlverh St d t C
'l
e
ally A4mlnlatrallon. Mattera or oHlclal nature appearlnr In the "News" will be so that t e
U en
OUnCI m mWe grunt and sweat under a weary lot
dealrnaCed.)
will get
behind
the Rosary
..::::::=::=:_
_______________________ .hers
campaign
during
Mary's
month.
But for dread of consequence if we quit,
Or the love of yearbook from whose grasp
READ THIS - AND VOTE 1
You can, by your example and,.
No
true staff escapes ...
S this issue hits the campus, all candidates for the Evan- encouragement, set off a chain
Thus duty does make cowards of us all;
ston Campus Student Council and class office have liter- reaction that will bring crowds
And thus our native wish to fight back
ally and verbally shot their bolts in the effort to s~cure votes to Rosary recitation during May.
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought ....
sufficient to insure their right to shoulder Xavier student
Three Words A Day
government's myriad problems in 1949-50. With but !ew ex"Conservatively crediting every THE· OTHER 'SIDE, AS PLAYED BY. ANY MODERATOR OF
THE '49er
ceptions the candidates have not been unusually rolhcksome Xavier man with three 'cuss'
Is this dissension, whicp I see before me,
in the c~nduct of their campaigns compared to standards of words a day, a little arithmetic
With the annual date at hand?
recent years.
shows that about two million
Come, let me refute thee:Innumerable editorial truisms might be propounded here times a year God's name is taken
I
admit
thee not; and yet I see thee still ..
in the effort to fire every Xavier student to the point where in vain at Xavier. on the other
There's no such thing:
he might risk his life rather than fail to vote for his class hand, -the average attendance at
It is but bloody gossip, which I maintain
officers~to-be on Thursday and Friday. In the light of recent the Rosary is twelve students per
·Thus to deny . . .
ecclesiastical pronouncements on the necess~ty of more "h~ll- hour. on this side of the ledger
to what may or n,ot be a tong run.)
fire" preach~ng, however, the News,, c?nsiders a few dire Xavier totals only 500,000 Hail (Ctcztain
.
~
warnings as its best "get-out-the-vote f~rewo~d.
.
.
Marys a year.
I
would
like
to
take
this opportunity and space to ( 1) ·remind
Position on Xavier's Student Council carries with it far
"Until the prayers outnumber
mor~ power than is generally believed. The University ad- the cuss words, Xavier isn't you to support the May Day devotions which will b~ coming up _
ministration has frequently reaffirmed its policy of granting. worthy of the name of a catholic soon, and (2) :VOTE!
student agencies, and especially Student Council, the fullest school. ·During May especially, we
possible freedom of action and expression. Unless the stu- must try to bring the Rosary Crudent representative-legislator is governed by the express~d sade to a close with a flourish."
wishes of others in his class, there is little to prevent !lus Conway's plea was followed by.
foisting off on the class any number of actions detrimental a report from junior councilman
to it.
Jim Charles on the response of
Fr. Mooney Speaks
The Xavier spirit is a possession openly or quietly cher- President Steiner to the "clean- Dear Editor:
Xavier Evening College stu
ished by every one of us, and a total student unity is the up, paint-up South Hall" letter
I have been asked by members _dents and all their friends will
breeding ground of that spirit. The election of a man to Coun- sent by student Council to the
of the football squad and of the have their night at Coney Island's
cil whose thought and ideals are untested will eventually be University head several weeks athletic department to make re- Moonlight Garden Friday, May 6,
discovered too late, antagonism between class and councilman ago. Fr. Steiner met with Charles ply to columnist Meyer's remarks according to Russ Wener, chair
results, unity suffers, and the spirit is threatened. Multiply last week .and the two discussed (Apr. 7) in the News re Captain man of the affair.
the situation by several more incompetent representatives, in detail the points of the spring
Ray Stackhouse.
Xavier's participation in Cath
and the spirit becomes stagnant, if not dead.
cleaning program.
As faculty moderator of Athlet- olic Club night is being sponsored
Additional generalities might be cited to demonstrate the
Fr. steiner gave his backing to
ics at Xavier; as an almost daily by the Boosters Club. Tickets are
key position the councilman holds, and the trouble he could the 'plan to hang a large crucifix
witness to the squad's practices $1.00 each and may be secured at
cause by neglecting or misusing his power. Familiarity breeds and pennants of Jesuit universiand scrimmages, and knowing the the Evening College office or in.
contempt it is said, but where the election of a man to rep- ties on south Hall's walls, but
resent his class is concerned, it is an all-important necessity. vetoed the proposal for window men on the team as I do, I feel the library on the Evanston
qualified to pass judgment on Campus. All those who intend to
Every member of every class should investigate the curtains. Although he promised
columnist Meyer's altogether un- be present are urged to buy their
qualifications of each Student Council candidate. Where to increase the Hall's rush-hour
these qualifications have not been proclaimed, the voter capacity and to look into the qual- true, unfair, and vicious com- tickets at either of these two
should either investigate personally or refuse to support the ity of the food, the President ments·. on Captain Stackhouse's places instead of at the Gardens
candidate, for an unwise vote is far worse than no vote at all. maintained that there was no need value to our varsity. To anyone so that the Boosters may get the
who has seen the team work out benefit of their purchase.
to increase the number of em- this spring, R a y Stackhouse's
To~dle.Off
ployees. Other future South Hall splendid play and fine leaderimprovements that resulted from ship is so obvious that Meyer's
Council's recommendations will contentions can without further
EVE. COLLEGE PEEK
Two young ladies, Patricia Ann Mr. and Mrs. James B. Feldman be a post office, a drinking foun- ado be completely ignored.
Thursday, Apr. .28-C b or a I
Wanley. and Claudia Ann Feld- of 5626 Louis Drive, received the tain, and repair of the. class buzBut the fact that he is permitClub, . FJrst Floor Lounre
man, carried off top honors in the victor's trophy in the competition zer.
ted to use the student publication
Men-'J :30 p.m., Glrls-8:20
Musketeer Wives' Club baby among the babies from 15 months
NFCCS Congratulated
for such purely personal opinions
p.m.
beauty contest staged Sunday, to three years. The judges of inSophomore Larry Kane con- and to the detriment of team and Sunday, May 1-Vetarcus Club
April 24, in Albers Hall Lobby. fant pulchritude were Dr. C. cluded the session's impo1·tant
attendance at Mass and meeC
Patricia Ann brought home the Richard Schroeder, Rev. Joseph agenda with a request that Xa- school morale is a thing that cannot
be
ignored.
To
my
knowledge
ing, St. Louis Church, 10:00
loving cup awarded to the most V. Loftus, S.J., and Mrs. Ma~y B. vierites Charlie Hogan, national columnist Meyer has not witnessa.m.
beautiful babe in the three to 15 Spfaul.
president of the NFCCS; Jerry ed one single practice of the foot-,
Horseback Riding, Greenhills
months age group. Patricia's
Conrey, regional head; John ball team either\ last Fall or this
stables, Greenhills, Ohio -- ·
prize will grace the trophy case
Vogel, new regional vice-presi- Spring; he ·can hardly form a
\
·
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Public Relations Director dent, and Milt Partridge, chair- clear and objective judgment of Monday, May 2-Swlmmlng,
Friars _Club, 6 p.m.
Charles F. Wanley, who call the Addresses Educators
man of the Radio Acceptance a player's worth sitting in a
Veterans' Village home.
Poll, should be formally congrat- swivel chair provided by the Uni- , Tuesday, May 3-B ea d-p l n
Claudia Ann, the daughter of Edward P. Vonder Haar, direc- uiated for their work .
versity in the News office!
tournament, Evanston Cam
tor of Public Relations, attended
Kane also called for closer unity
The football players, .I know,
pus Alleys, ~:30 p.m.
Fr. Dunne Writes History the annual National Catholic Ed- between next year's Council and and the student body at large, I Wednesday, May 4-Head-pln
SAN FRANCISCO UNIVER- ucation Association Conference at the NFCCS, with Partridge, senior am sure, will appreciate having
tournament, Evanston Cam
SITY, San Francisco, (JCNA)- Philadelphia last week. In an ad- secretary, backing him. "The someone else write THIS 'n'
pus Alleys, 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Peter M. Dunne, S.J., chair- dress to the gathering he out- NFCCS was started to train Cath- THAT in the future,_ limiting
FJrst Year Club meetlnf,
man of the department of history lined the functions of public re- olic lay leaders on the college columnist Meyer's remarks exDowntown Collere, 8 p.m.
here, has just completed another lations as it applies to students level," Partridge stated, "and the 'elusively to next year's edition of
book on Jesuit missions in North and alumni of a college. ·
progress it has made in the past April First!
American called "Early Jesuit
Vonder Haar, secretary-treas- few years has been really wonR. L. MOONEY, S.J.
All Types Auto Repair
Mission in Tarahumara."
urer of the American College derful. The better the cooperaFaculty Moderator Athletics
Cut-rate
For XU Students
Fr. Dunne, a professor at San Public Relations Asssociation and tion there is at Xavier between
Ed. Note: Advise Fa the ,.
"Results,
'Not Exeusea"
Francisco since 1930, spent last a veteran of 16 years experience Student Council and the federa- Mooney refer to Page l story on
summer at Xavier University, in the field, was one of four pub- tion, the better our school will Meyer suspension, which came as
DAN'S GARAGE·
Cincinnati, teaching Latin Amer- lic relations directors of Catholic serve its purpose of training result of other action on Meyer's 2513 Burnet Ave. Pim llff
ican history.
schools appeari~g on a papel.
leaders."
Q1JICK EFFICIENT, BDVICB_,
part.
·,

:g
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L ett ers
To The Editor-

2 Tiny Princesses
With Prize
Trophies In Wives' Club Baby Contest

E C Students
.
To Dance At Coney
Next Friday
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SIXTEEN COUNCIL CANDIDATES STATE AIMS
18 Pass Up Space
Offered By News

right to vote and then next year
give us not only your gripes out
your coopeFat!on."
GEORGE C LA Y T 0 N and
GEORGE JUTZE (ticket): "It is
customary, in ~n election of. this
type, to promise many things,
but since we believe that actions
speak louder than words: We
can only pledge ourselves to
represen.t you, as we,, would wish
you to iepresent us.
.

By Fred Newbill
In order to give all council
candidates an equal chance to
mak e th emse1ves. k nown t ° th e
voters, the News posted a notice on the official bulletin
board last week i.nviting the
candidates to submit a plat1
0
form and personal sketch. Six- ..tu~ ~a~~tda~;Lc~~ec~:1X: ~~~:~
teen of the 34 responded.
in the Fall of 1946 and was electIncluded were admissions ed Freshman Representative. His
that the. man in question tireless effl~rt and in.dustrious
might make mistakes but was work won him the Presidency of
.
the Sophomore class. He has
worth takmg a chance on, ability to plan . . . . to bring
promises to: -clean up South these plans to a successful conHall keep ears to the ground clusion." His work on the-decora' tions of the 1948 Frosh-Soph Hop
· · S th H 11
'
put mus1!! ~n ou .. ~ ' pro- and on the United Nations drama
mote rehg1ous activities, and is also mentioned.
at least two proposals to in- MAX LAMMERS: "As a memstitute some newer and better ber of the class of 1950 I am insystem of financial control. _terested in united E!fforts of the
Following are the platforms wh<;>le class that w~ll make our

·
Seniors
BOB ROBISCH, one of three
candidates for Social Committee
chairman, submitted the following statement: "I have carefully
considered all duties of the Social
Committee as stated in the Council constitution. C o n s i d e r i ng
these, and the manner in which
the Committee has functioned before, I feel that I am well aware
of its important relation to student life. I' am equally aware of
the demands on time and ability,
and I am prepa1·ed to offer these
fully.
.
"I consider it unnecessary to
promise specific improvements.
Instead, I would guarantee efficient, progressive direction. of the
Committee in all activities."
JIM CHARLES, incumbent:
"The men who do the most griping never vote-so exercise your

semor year more en3oyable ... I
want to emphasize the necessity
of all the students voting in the
elections. However~ even more
necessary is the active participation of students in general and
Seniors in particular in all social,
political, and academic endeavors on this campus... "
Juniors
Seven candidates for office in
the 1949-50 junior class came to
the fore with platforms pledging
advancement of the junior fortunes 1 on campus.
DENNY B A,R R 0 N, JACK
STEMLE, JIM McGANN, and
JIM KEEFE, all of whom are
running on a joint ticket, offered
a four-plank platform:
"l.) Attempt to create greater
interest in the junior class and by
doing so create better scool spirit.
"2.) Strive for ·efficiency and

accomplishment ·.in student government.
"3.) Work towards better relations between dorr,n students a~d
day hops: In par~1culctr, we will
attempt, m functions for the entire class, e.g., the Junior Prom,
to be ever mindful of the difficulty that dorm students encounter with dates and transportation, etc., without slighting the
day hops.
"4.) In all things, carry ourselves like Christian gentlemen."
Keefe is the present sophomore
class secl'etary.
TIM DOWD: "The most important job of a council representative is to know what the student body wants and thinks should
be done. It has been shown all
too often not in accord with the
actions ..of their elected representatives. It shall be my job to
find out by personal conference
and by 'keeping my ear to the
ground' just what you want your
councilman to ·do."
·
FRED FORNEY: "l.) He will
be for the students, not for himself, but what th.ey want.
"2.) That South Hall will be
cleaned up more.
"3.) Changes in registration
will be attempted-less cards for
the student to fill out, and only
two main cards.
'.'4.) More· student devotion to
Mary's statue on campus, cleaning around it."
·
Class . incumbent L A R R Y
KANE: "l.) to continue as in the
past unbiased representation.
"2.) To promote greater unity
between Student Council and the
NFCCS.
· "3.) To institute a system of
financial control in regard to the
reveriues of Student Council.
"4.) To stimulate interest in regard to the Catholic Action Movement.
"5.) To reactivate the present
system of· class meetings and to
at all _times solicit earnestly the

views and opinions of not only
the members of my class but the
whole student body as well."
Kane has two years of previous experience on Council, is a
Philopedian and won the Verkamp Debat~ Medal several weeks
ago.
.
8 oph omores

Five cunent members of the
freshman class offered a wide
range of promises on behalf of
their campaigns for office in
their sophomore years:
JOHN-'CADE: "Tqe main part
of my platform as· a candidate
consists of my policy of 'unbiased
representation.' After all, a tepresentative is elected ... for one
purpose. That is to represent his
class-all of the class, not a choice
few of his buddies. If elected, I
will be open to suggestions and
proposals from any quarter with
regards to any issue of Student
Council or with regards to any
school function of Student Council."
Cade is also an incumbent
Councilman, associate editor of
the Musketeer '49er yearbook, and
a member of the News staff.
c REID : "1 .) F air· repFRED ·
resentation on the Student Council to all groups and individuals.
. "2.) Xavier needs a swimming
team. If elected, I will urge that
the Student Council take action
on this matter.
.. 3.) South Hall should serve
a greater variety of soft drinks
and enough sandwiches. At present there are not ·nearly enough
sandwiches to meet the demand.
This should be remedied."
Reid is a member of the Philopedian Society and is on the Xavier squad.
HERC REUTHER and LEONARD SUPPLE, running on the
same ticket, proffered a joint
statement: "1.) We will intercede before Council, as a body,

for any person or group of per;..
sons that submits to either of us,
in some manner, any reasonable
resolution or idea.
"2.) In order to bring about
class unity and spirit, we will,
if enough interest· is shown, create and organize a sophomore
class news sheet or activity bulletin, which will act as a supplement to the campus paper, and
present and circulate exclusively, the ideas and activities of
the sophomores.
.
"3.) We will see to it that there
is music in South Hall for you1·
before, during, and after dinner
enjoyment.
"4.) We will form a separate
class treasury by sponsoring
profitable dances, variety shows,
etc., in order to throw class·
parties, picnics, etc., at a minimum cost to the individual."
,Supple holds membership in
the International Relations Club,
the Philopedians, and is a News
staff member. Reuther is also a
Philopedian, and was president
of his high school senior class.
JACK STECHSCHULTE: "The
principal that composes my platform is the fullfillment of the intentions of the students. In this
regard, the improvement of South
Hall is of importance to both dayhop and campus residents. In the
line of finance, a closer check
must be maintained in order ·to
prevent the near calamity of deficient funds in Student Council.
As a campus 1·esident, I desire to
represent campus students again
in 1949-50."
Stechschulte is currently the
freshman class treasurer.
Among the 34 candidates for
the 14 offices open at elections on
Thursday and Friday, 18 failed
to submit statements on their
campaigns. Names of all candidates are listed in the election
details on page one of this edition.

Miss Leis Ele~te~ ·nr. McCoy Chosen As Speaker
Prexy Of Regional For Alumni Association Dinner
NFCCS At Meeting
·
·
____. ____
oh· c 11
El
Mary Claire Leis, Our Lady of Classes To Be Honored; talk on the work of UNESCO and
10 o eges
ect Cincinnati. jumor,
· was e1ected Past Prexy To Get Gavel the United Nations in general.
Fr
Steiner Head Cincinnati
new president of the NFCCS,
Judge Kearns will be toast·
region, last Sunday,
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, dean master and the Very Rev. Celes-

Xavier ROTC Unit Readies
For Ar~y Inspection May 3
I

/Macke, Franz,· Leary

.

Take Dr. Clear Awards
By George Reaing

The annual inspection of Xav ier's ROTC unit will be held
May 3, opening with a review at
8: 30. At this time a board of five
prominent Army officers of the
2nd Army area will be on campus
to check such things as training,
discipline, mi Ii tar y courtesy,
equipment and every other aspect of ROTC training.
The board of officers consists
of Col. Ira W. Black, Lt.Col Francis C. Fitzpatrick, Maj. John R.
Sheridan, and Capt. James. H.
Leach. A special officer to inspect the Field Artillery phase
here will be either Lt.Col. James
M. Shepherd or Lt.Col. Robert E.
Coffin.
Every year since the initiation
of ROTC in.1936 Xavier has been
awarded an excellent rating in
these inspections. This rating is
designated by the wearing of the
blue star on the right sleeve of
Three men of the Xavier Rifle
Club have distinguished themselves as outstanding riflemen
and are to be awarded the Dr.
James T. ~Clear trophies. The
intra-club competitions w e r e
separated into groups -to facilitate fairness to all men involved.
William Macke won first with
Robert Franz taking second and
Paul Leary winning third.
Letters for members of the Xavier rifle team who have demonstrated proficiency as team members will be awarded at the Cadet Hop Friday, April 29. 'l'hese
men have, through their daily
practice. for the past year, made
Xavier prominent in the field of
intercollegiate r i f 1 e matches.
Those to be awarded letters are:
Bill Macke, Frank Strum, Al
Niedhamer, Tom Lindenschmidt,
Harry Wilke, Bob Franz; Don
Nerswick, Don Fay, Tom Moehrln1er and Ralph Westrich.

At the recent gathering of the
Ohio College Association the
Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner,
S.J., president of Xavier, was
elected as the seventy-ninth
president of the 45-member OCA.
Fr. ·steiner will serve in this
capacity for one year, in 1948-49.
After holding the office of vicepresident, Fr. Steiner's election
·
marked the first time in X av1er
history that its head presided
over ~his organization.
. ·Following the naming of the
president the Executive Committee recommended that each
member college invite him to address a student convocation at
some convenient time during the
0
year. It is Fr. Steiner's intention
to visit the campus of every college in Ohio cfuring his term of
office.

following a two-day meeting of
Catholic colleges in the Ohio
Valley.
Over·200 students attending the
Saturday meeting held at OLC,
where panel discussions were
held on several phases of campus
life and students organizations.
'fhe purpose of the congress
was to give an· opportunity for
representatives of the 7,o00 c atholic students of the region to
compare notes on the accomplishments that have been made during the year and to formulate
policies for the ·forthcoming
school year. From floor discussions and panel resolutions, representatives sent to the national
congress in Chicago May 4 will
be able to state the sentiments of
the region.
John Vogel, XU sophomore,' was
chosen vice-president of the Cincinnati region for next year. Both
A new model jet fighter con- he and Miss Leis will assume their
tains 7,000 feet of .electrical wir- new positions following the four
ing, 1500 feet of tubing.
-. day Chicago congress.
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Please - may I make
a Suggestion!
The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair

of the, graduate division, has been t'1n J . . Ste1ner,
·
s .J ., w1·11 speak
chos~n as speaker at the 56th an- briefly. In addition, there will be
nual Spring Dinner of the Alumni a display of architect's drawing
of Xavier's "Ten Steps into the
Association tonight at the Hotel Future."
Gibson Roof Garden, according to
Following the tradition of the
Co-chairmen, Judge George E. dinner, the gol~n anniversary
Kearns and John L. Muething.
and silver anniversary classes
Dr. Mc C 0 y, internationally will be honored. Also in accord
with custom, retiring president
known as an educator and of- of the association, Edward P.
ficial representative to the United VonderHaar, will receive a silver
Nations Educational, Scientific inscribed gavel from the new
and Cultural Organization, will president, Jack S. Mulvihill.

IT TAKES FORESIGHT AS WELL AS 21
MILLION DOLLARS •••
'\

Your Gas &. Electric Company can't
decide, today, that a new generator is
needed ... and have it delivered and in
operation, next month or next year. It
takes three full years. That's why the
company must look and plan and invest
so far ahead : .. to always be ready for

To food fit for a millionaire.

the growing needs of the cpmmunity,

THE PURPLE COW
Fountain Square Hotel

Cineinnati,· Ohio

THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
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WHITE TEAM DEFEATS BLUE SQUAD, 14 ·7
TD's Scored In Final Minutes As
Feldhaus Forces Triumph Again
By Jude Hil•
The Musketeers put on their own grid show last Friday
night as the divvied up squad capered through eo spirited
minutes of the annual intra-squad before some 5000 patrons
at the Stadium. Bill Feldhaus's alert Whites pilfered two
Blue passes in the waning minutes and._ turned them into

-

.

.

.

XAVIER SPORTS

VOLLEYBALL Work Of Frosh In lntras,quad
. TOURNEY
Game Prais.ed By Co.aches
quick touchdowns to give .burly Rowe picked it off and went 45
NEARS END M
Entire Te.am Lauded 8ut "Blocking on passes· was one of
Bill his second straight win m the
M t k
N t d
yards to match Liber's tally.
Gerry Keefe changed jersies and
left footed his placement cleanly
through the uprights to knot the
<!ount. With time about gone,
Finnell of the Whites stole another stray heave and w a s
downed on the 43. on the second
play, Gilmartin was chased back
to his own 40, jumped in desperation and cut loose a ten yarder
to Bernie Roeckers. After some
.
spectacular twisting and turning,
the freshman cut-back artist

intra-squad competition.
Liber Scores First
The contest cllmaxed seven
weeks of steady spring drills and
featured bruising defensive work
until those final three minutes.
Kluska's Blues, favored in the
pre-game predictions, jumped fnto an early lead by virtue of
Ji~my Liber's second period 74
yard dash, and with Keefe's conVersi·on, led 7-0 at halftime.
Liber's romp was one of the
shifty ace's specials; he took
churned the distance for the
Roeckers long punt on his own winning marker. Keefe's anti26, eluded several eager down- climatic placekick made it a 14field defenders, picked up block7 White victory.
ers, and went all the way.
Many Show Well
Early in the first quarter the
The play of both squads was
Whites muffed a scoring chance
as Gilmartin aerials took them to encouraging as t h e veterans
showed their usual zip and .sev. the seven, but there they stalled.
Two Quick Markers
eral frosh displayed topnotch
All of .the third stanza and ability in their baptisimal as varsity members. Tito Carcinci did
much of the fourth was a dupli- not betray any of his press notices
cate of the first half's offensive and tackled hard and often for
ineptness, but with three minutes the Blues. The work of Baele,
to go, Feldhaus's eleven began Bacci, and Curl, indicated tackle
their surge.
depth for '49, and George GilKluska injected Tom Bohannon martin sprayed some beautiful
and the soph signal caller mis- passes when he had time to set.
fired on a flat pass ~nd Tom Backfield assurance for next fall
should come in the persons of
Roeckers and FinJ1,ell while John
Saban in his first shot at frequent
Second baseman and one of the ballcarrying proved he is an· ofleading hitters on last year's fensive as well as defensive
team is Dick "Sid" Hillman from wheelhorse. Little used Tom
Hamilton, Ohio.
Rowe from the '48 Muskies disDick is 22 years old, 5-10, and tinguished himself by agressive
weighs 165 pounds. He captained defensive play and should ]6'e a
member for Kluska's defensive
unit in the coming season.
All indications are toward a
bigger, better,· faster, Xavier
squatl come fall.

Key~ton~r

T rack 8 t ers T ra1"l
In Initial Meet

Diek Hlllman
the baseball team.. in his senior
year at Hamilton Catholic and
played two years of football as a
Ram before graduating in 1944.
Sid ·entered the service in January 1945, and played with the
New Orleans and Oklahoma Navy
Bases. .
After his discharge in 1946, he
came to Xavier in the fall and
played two years under George
Hiatt. During the summers of '47
and '48 he played with the XU
nine and the Pirate's Cave respectively in the Tri-State League.
Dick had a batting average of
.327 in collegiate competition last
. . year .and kept up his gooll work
throughout the summer.
-. Hillman is in his junior year
.. and ls striving for a major in accollntine with a minor in econom· ·· -iciJ.
·
'

Xavier;s track squad, still
smarting from the ignominious
d~fea~ suffered at t~e hands. of
M1am1· and Dayton in- the first
meet of the season at Oxford,
Monday, resumes practice drills
today. Coach Ray Tilton says that
harder work is in store for the
boys from now ·on, so that they
will be ready for their next engagement.
Monday's meet left much to be
desired on the part of the Musketeers. Out of fourteen events,
Xavier was unable to garner one
first. Miami took twelve, and
Dayton grabbed the other two.
Paced by double winners· Ira
Deep and Art Gergely, the Redskins ran up 113 points to 30 for
Dayton, and nine for X.
·
· Miami failed to win only two
events;' the broad jump and the
shot put. Dan O'Brien and Ed
Clemens won those for the Flyers,
O'Brien winning the former with
a jump of 20 feet 7% inches, and
Clemens the latter with a shot put
of 44 feet six inches.
Ira Deep, . Miami sprint star
captured firsts in the 220 and 440
yard dashes, while his team
mate Art Gergely annexed both
hurdle events.
Jack Hendry,. also of Miami,
shattered his own record for the
discus throw, with a toss of 148
feet five inches.
·

·

Play in the forfeit-riddled
volleyball leagues is entering the
final week. The play of_ the fewd
interested teams has been goo '
but_ other teams do not seem to
know the tourney has begunh.
As a result, these teams ave
forfeited five sets o!_ games. Some
teams, who showed a great hdeal
of" enthusiasm at the start, ave
now completely given up because
their opponents failedh'tohshow tup.d
The four leagues, w ic star e
with seven teams each, now each
have about four active participants. This lack of spirit, afte·r the
effort put forth in outlining the
meet and money furnished to buy
equipment, is disappointing.
TwJnks LeadJng
The Twi'nkle Toes,· who domi' h
1 · h b k tb u
nated t e P ay m t e ~s e a
tournament before-.losing to the
Louisville Turtles, are showing
the way in the volleyball tourney.
The "Twinks" lead league No. 2,
with twelve victories without a
defeat. Among their. victims are
Twenty Questions, Rileys, the
Emanons, and Barracks 8.
Leading league 1 is the Big
Wheels. The W h e e 1 s have
thirteen victories against two set
backs. Elet I, and.Tri-State boast
victories over the Wheels. Th~
Naps who lost their first two
games to the Roger Bacon Alumni
have won ten straight games, and
lead league No. 3. A close race
is being fought in league 4 between Barracks 10, and the Rockets. The barracks team have the
edge with nine victories and only
three losses. The Rockets have
eight wins and four losses. ·
The play-offs will be held immediately after league play has
been completed. The first two
teams from each league will be
eligible for the play-off,

any

1s a es

By Jim Keefe

0

o tee

The gridiron togs have been
dry cleaned and put away for
about three months, the football
players are beginning to think of
something else besides counter
plays and crossbucks and the second annual spring intrasquad
game is a thing of the past.
Coaches Ed Kluska, Bill Feldhaus and Red Lavelle can quietly
wai't out the summer months
doing two things-worrying if
their athletes are keeping in conh
dition, and going over the appenings in the intra-team tussle.
Both Good And Bad
While lavish in their praise for
h t
· 't
t' t
d many
t e earn m i s en ire Y an
1
·
t' 1
th three
P ayers
m par icu
h
· kar,t 0 1 et 't b
coac es were qu1c
e i
e
known that glaring weaknesses
were noticed. These faults will
have to be studied during the va-

the most glaring weaknesses· that
have to. be worked on but
the improvement shown on defense was gratifying." The running of Bernie Roeckers, · Jim
Liber, Cliff Wilke deserves special
commendation as being outstanding, as was also the defensive
work of Tito Carenci.
Big Bill Praises Men
Line Coach Bill Feldhaus, victor in both the spring classics,
also had words of praise for
Roeckers · and others. "The running of Bernie Roeckers and Bob
Finnell and the all-around play
of center K~n Robinson and
guards Tom Ballaban and Tom·
Duff merits particular praise. The
work of ends Frank Milostan and
Frank Glade was also exceptionally fine but did not detract any
of the brilliance from the usually
f i n e performances of Hu g h
O'Brien and Neil Hardy."

will

cation period and erased when
autumn· practice puts in i~s ap- _...;;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
pearance.
ENTRIES NEEDED
Coach Kluska, although no
IN IM .SOFTBALL
doubt slightly chagrined over the
Laek of entries Jn the forthfact- that his Blue team has come
coming softball league may
in second best behind Feldhaus'
cause its postponement. Very
White charges two years in a row,
few entries have been received,
nevertheless stated that he. was and all team managers desiring
"satisfied" with the spring drills. to enter a team are urged to
Improvement Shown
submit their entries tmmed."
Kluska stated that improve- ·lately.
ment was shown by the entire
·All entries and team'rosters
team and that the members of the should be submitted to the In· ·
squad can clearly see the fruits tramural office by Monday.
of their labor. "Naturally, both May 2. If the nu·mber of entries
the boys and the members of the is insufficent the league wlll be
coaching staff realize we still caJled off.
have a long way to go but with
the same fine spirit prevailing at
the fall practices that was so
evident during spring drills, great
steps may be taken toward a succ;essful season", the youthful
mentor stated.
1

Dash Star

•
·Diamond
Men Show .well;
· •
•
F •d
Miami Game Here ri ay
Hof /er Hits Horsehide
At .545 Clip So Far
By Jim Raa/eld
With the conclusion of spring
training and the Cedarville game
the XU nine will take on Miami
Friday, April 29, here at the Parkway Field, •and then play them a
return game the nexi day at Oxford.
. .
The team has shape? up int~
good playin~ form w~th Coach
Wulk stressmg defensive workouts and the importance of a
strong hitting team. The squad
has now been cut down to 22 men
comprised of six pitchers, three
catchers, seven infielders and six
outfielders.
Leading Bitters ·
Bill Hoffer, XU hoopster, has
lead the intra-squad game hitters
with a remarkable average of
.545, most of them being for extra bases. Mason, Weaver, Ellert,
Held and Scherpenberg hit over
the .350 mark followed c!Osely ·by
Benjamin's .333. ·
The team is getting a late start
on their schedule in comparslon
to the other colleges due to the
thoroughnen in selectina the

team. Cincinnati and Miami have
been playing games for over two
weeks •w and have a much bigger schedule than the Muskies.
Tuesday May 3, the Wulk nine
play host to Marshall's Thundering Herd 'fhen they meet them
at the Parkway Field at 3 o'clock
that afternoon. By then the team
will have played three games and
should be ready for anything that
the "up the river" boys have to
offer.
Diamond Improved
Considerable work has been
done on the home diamond putting it in better shape than it has
been for a few years. Keeper Lew
Hedges has devoted multiludinous hours to dragging and rolling
the.'infield and the open sandpits
that were once so noticeable have
been thinned out and a smoother
finish attained.
Those· freshmen interested in
playing ball are asked to report
for practice Monday, May 2, with
~heir equipment and necessary
paraphernalias wom while working out. A team will be selected
from the candidates and a number of games have been scheduled for them. ,

· .John Splnnenweber ,
A goocily portion of Xavier's
chances for a successful track
campaign, this spring depend
upon the w.inged feet of dashman John Bernard Spinneilweber.
A graduate of Xavier High School
here in the city, John is starting·,·
his second year on the squad.
Last season, as a freshman.
John showed promise of becoming star on this year's team. The ·
100 and ~20 yard dashes, and the
shorter relays are his specialty•
He is a sophomore ·in the
Business Administration course.
working toward a B.S. in B.A. de~
gree. The 20-year-old Spinnenweber says that he wants to •et
into the construction , bUlineu
upon reception of his dearee.

a
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By Jim Keefe
"'~~~~~,~~

.
k
·
Th1s wee , the spring sports program at Xavier begins in earnest.
Between now and May 28 at least 41 athletic events will take place
with Xavier athletes participating. This includes baseball games
· k ·
If
.
•
trac meets, go matches , and tennis matches. Approximately 80
athletes make up these four• athletic teams, a number twice that of
tqe average football squad and over five times the size of the usual
basketball team.
·
. .
. And yet these f~ur sp.orts a.re so lacking in student support that
a smgl~ football game will draw as many, if not more, fans than
the entire turnout for all of the home baseball games for two or
· three seasons. A sellout basketball game will be played before more
people than have wi~nessed all the Xavier track meets in 10 years.
'\Vhy?

Larry_ Kane
Council Elections Dixon Music
• . Verk amp Today
And Friday M . ' M k '
WIDS
(Continued from Page 1)
ovie, a e
It shall make certain that all Sh
G0 0 ver
candidates and adherents" of canow
I n 44th Meet 3.didates
are prohibited from com-

Larry Kane triumphed over a
field of six contestants in. the
44th
1 v k
D b t
C t atnnhuald Aer am
Pb f E! · a e
on es , e
pr. 7 e ore a
small crowd in Alber's Hall 10 bb
Y
T
McC
d R
~ne,
om . oy, an . .ay
Schbchte comprised the negative
team, while Dennis Murphy, Herc
Ruether and Paul O'Brien, meda-

K

I

Surely there is interest in baseball or it wouldn't be called the
national pastime. At least half of the student body plays golf or
tennis or both for relaxation and exercise and therefore maintains
some interest in these sports. And a track meet is one of the most
thrilling, all-inclusive athletic programs presentable.
But still.attendances at the spring sports represent only a small
fraction of the student oody. This deplorable condition should be
eliminated. It is true that some of the events would be difficult to
watch, such as the t~ack meets (all away) and the golf matches. But
this still .leaves the home baseball ·games. and tennis matches.
. Spring athletes are no different than football or basketball
· players. They play primarily for the love of the sport but they still
appreciate receiving recognition .from their fellow students. Better
attendance at home events is one methQd of recognition.
It is getting to state where the spring sports program is looked
upon with complete indifference by the majority of the students.
THIS SHOULD NEVER BE. You back the football and basketball
teams because they .represent you. Well, back the baseball, track,
Winner Kane
tennis. and golf teams because, whether you realize it or not, they
also represent y-o-u.
list, '48; advocated the affirmative
of the national topic, "That the
Federal Government Should
Adopt a Policy of Equalizing Ed

a

Muskie -Golfers Meet Miami
.Fr1·da'y,· Rematch Saturday··
·Opener Disastrous;
Lose To UK 241;'2_;_2¥2
Friday afternoon out at Maketewah Country Club, Xavier University's golf sextet plays host to
Miami's Redskins. This. will be
the seeond match of the 1949 season for the Blue Batallion.
Saturday, the Musketeer linksmen will travel to Oxford, Ohio,
for a return engagement· with the
Redskins, who from all indications, will furnish more than
·enough competition to m a k e
things interesting.
Bad Luck
In the first match of the year,
Xavier ran into a streak of bad
luck, and bowed before the powerful Kentucky University greensmen, 24%- to 2%. The strange
course and the fact that the Blue
Boys couldn't seem to get a break
added to the Wildcat score.
Mal McMullen, well-known for
.his basketball talent~ scored
of

all

Xavier's points in the chilly,
windy weather.
Baldy's Opblion
Golf Coach Ray Baldwin believes · that, although the Musketeer sextet was roundly beaten in
the · Kentucky match, the boys
have improved much since that
time, and promise to be rather
formidible to future opponents.
Baldwin added th at Larry
Muething, George ·Evans, Vince
Bamber, and team captain Jim
Pater, to mention a few, are all
playing a smart, steady game
these days.
· · "

Lo8e8
.To· UC Contingent
-Che88 _Club.

The Chess Club dropped its
~fourth match of the season April
10, to the University ot Cincinnati.
The meet was held on the Evans· ·ton campus.
The club will hold an.election
meeting on May 14 at the Cincinnati Chess Club, Room · 1202,
Mercantile Library Building-- on
Walnut Street at '1:45 p.m. The
.. talk
meeting
will be Gaber,
followed
by Nicholas
the by.
Cincinnati Chess Club secretary, and
a simultaneous game.

Alpha Sigma Nu
Accepts Seven Men
(Continued fr~m Page 1)
sity X Club, and was co-captain of
the Musketeer grid squad last
f?ll· As secretary of the senior
class, Ney is also a member of
Council and has headed many
campus activities. Leahy, who
copped first prize in the Xavier
essay contest and ninth in the
Jesuit intercollegiate competition
this year, is an editorial writer
for the News and president of the
Louisville ciub.
Among the juniors Bunning is
.
.
'
managing ;di~or of the News and
a Masque ociety ~ember. ~ogan
has served as .national president
of the NFCCS m 1948•4 and was
recently named Mermaid Tavern
h t Th.
th
L .
?s · ~emann~ ano er ouisville
resident,
a member
of
Council,
junioris class
treasurer
and president of the Xavier Band,
while Whalen is currently acting
as assistant director for the
Masque's "Song of Bernadette"
and heads the Chicago Club.
Reactivated In 1948

?

Tuesday evening at XU Fieldhouse saw a capacity crowd of
nearly 1500 present for Xavier's
annual Father-Son Night.
The three hour long show that
began at 8:00 p.m. was emceed by
one of Cincinnati's favorite local
radio personalities, Paul Dixon.
Dixon provided many laughs
for the crowd's enjoyment, with
his version of the popular radio
show, Truth or Consequences, in
which those attending the affair
participated.
Movies of Friday's intra-squad
game were also featured on the
bill of entertainment.
Music was provided by the
school band and the "Debonaires".
A special effect was given to the
evening's performance by darkening the fieldhouse and ringing the
university chimes in unison with
the band's presentation of Xavier's "Alma Mater" and "Old
Xavier For Aye.';
Fr. Lester Linz, S.J., Dads' club
An American test-pilot recently moderator who · promoted the
performed a complete loop with show, expressed great satisfaction
a helicopter. It was the· first such over the attendance and spirit
maneuver in a helicopter.
shown at the evening's events.

ing into or within ten (10) feet
of the poll proper for the purpose of influencing voters. 4. It
shall make c.ertain that there is
no interference whatever with
the voters' freedom of choice. 5.
It shall make certain that all
voters are properly registered.
Registration shall consist of a
check by the Board of Elections
members to determine that each
voter is a duly registered student
at Xavier University; that he is
an actual member of the class in
which he is voting; that the
voter's writing of his own signature is witnessed, recorded, and
filed as assurance that he is casting but one vote. 6. It shall review the nominations of all candidates for office, and,. following
their approval, present those to
the Dean of the University for approval. 7. It shall have the power
to disqualify any candidate for
the infractions of those rules.

Crepe Shoes
· For Spring

ucational Opportunities in_. TaxSupported Schools by Means of
an Annual Grant.".
Kane, speaking for the negative,
said, "Federal aid to tax-supported schools would result in the
capitulation of the parochial
school system, the last stabilizing force in our democracy."
Herc Ruether retaliated for the
opposition ~ith, "Since the states
are not meeting the needs of their
citizens, .a transfer of some of
the rights and privileges of education must go to the federal
government . the only perfect
political society in American
government.''
The judges were The Hon.
Joseph P. Goodenough, '19, Verkamp medalist, '19; John B. Har1
dig, '20, Alumni Oratorical, '18,
and Verkamp Debate medal, '20;
Albert Stephan, '38, director of
Athletics gave the decision to the
affirmative.
·
Bob Conway president of the
.'
.
student council, served as chairman for the affair.
--_
-_
·-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-...,
_-_
__..,.

At Mabley's
By Roble_e-

RARE OPPORTUNITY!
S'"'UDY
...
• • • TRAVEL
IN

spAIN

CastiUan GrouPAndaluslan
Group
Basque-Catalan Group
65 Days ••• $915.00
Departures June 29 to. July 2
SPO?!ISORED BY

Established at Xavier on April
30, 1939, the university's chapter
of Alpha Sigma Nu was reactiva- UNIVERSITY of MADRID
tted on campus last year, after a For Descriptive Folder Write:
three-year war-time lapse, with
Spanish Student Tours
the initia~ion of nine students. 500 Filth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.
hers. Current officers are Richard
_
E. Henkel, president; Melvin A. !!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJ:
Hessler, vice-president;·John Wil- a 5
son, secretary, and Bernard Sewell, treasurer. Only the former 5
NEW
5
two were in attendance at Xavier

5
E

_th_is_ye_ar_.- - - - - -

j
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HAT
MANUFACTURING

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS
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•

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
Ga .,.....,.,_ ......
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5
COMPANY
55
5 118 East Sixth Street
=
5 .Cincinnati, Ohio
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Roblee has the cream of the crepe-sole
shoes this season . . . for sport, leisure or .
business. We have the wrap-around cushion style or crepe high soles.

E
E

CONRAD 70CB'l', Br.,

§
I

\

The new husky with twoeyelet tie in turf tan or
natural with crepe sole
and heel
9.95

:

§
5

5
55
5
=
5

=
a

c
Mahley
'
••· arew
Mabley's Men's Shoes: Second Floor

i
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Song of Bernadette Senior Ball D11.cats To Sell A.t $3.50;
T? Play Five
Class J'otes Optio~al Dress For Dance
Nights. On
· ·T'o T a k e PIace the stipulation that they would
· Campus Affair

Dial's Dramatic .1frt, ltl1tsical At Taft •••

(Continued from Page 1>
ents, threatened by the mayor
and police and
scorned
Peyramale
of the
village.by Dean
't
t t
Her a Un t , d esp1 e a 11 pro es s,
insists that she go to the grotto
By .41 Moser
for fifteen days just as "the
Lady" asks. The Dean tells Bernadette to request "the Lady" to
perform a miracle for him and
For the second and last time this year we are to have a look at make the roses bl~om that grow
Victor DiaJ's particular brand of Dramatic Art. He is pre~enting for
at th~otto. Instead, a spring is
the entertainment and edification of his Cincinnati followers (for
.niraclously brought forth.
followers we have become) the work of his former master, Walter
The spring results in the cures
Kerr. H~ is presenting the Masque Society in Jean and Walter Kerr's
of Bouriette, the blind man, and
dramatization of Wer.fel's "Song o.f Bernadette."
~he. baby of Madame BouhouSince the play will be discussed in the review next week I'd
norts. On the fifteenth day "the
like to quote for you the last paragraph of Werfel's Personal Preface
to his book. I've read this over and over and find in it the answer to Lady" tells Bernadette that she
the beauty and charm of the work, and it's overwhelming success is the Immaculate Conception.
This revelation, plus the cures of
among Christian peoples.
Werfel says, "I have dared to sing the song of Bernadette, al- the spring and the miracle workthough I am not a Catholic but a Jew; and I tlrew courage for this ed in Bernadette's behalf (her
tmcfortaking from a far olclel' ancl far more unconscious vow of mine. hand had been perserved from a
Even in the clays when I wrote my first verses I vowecl that I would severe burn that she suffered
evermore and everywhei·e in all I wrote magnify the divine mystery from a candle she carried at the
aml the holiness of man-cal'eless of a period \Vhich has turned away grotto), convinces the Dean that
with scorn and rage ancl indifference from these ultimate values of Bernadette has been choseh by
God . as an instrument of His
our mortal lot,"
Grace.
I sincerely urge everyone to read the book and to see the play.
Protected By Dean
We shall thus see how well the Kerrs and our own Masque Society
Protecting her rrom the of"sing the song of Bernadette." You can get a free ticket by presenting your activity book at the bookstore. I understand that you can ficials that wish to put her in an
also get a companion ticket at a reduced rate. That's a pretty cheap asylum for the mentally deranged, the Dean tells her that "God
elate, and an entertaining one, too.
has chosen you, ·Bernadette, now
• • •
Biggest And Best
education if you've never been to there is nothing left for 'you but
"Inside U.S.A." is closing tht. the theater. This is your last to choose God."
Taking the religious habit,
local legitimate theater season at 1 chance this year.
Bernadette enters the convent .at
Taft the wee~~of May 2. My reaNevers. There, suffering with a
son for mentioning this is that
cancerous tumor, she convinces
last week I was talking to a
Sister Vazous, who has doubted
C:ouple of fellows over in Elet
that she has seen the Mother of
Hall. They said they had read the
God ever since the nun had taught
column all year, which was a
Bernadette in school, that all that
pleasant surprise, and that they
liked reading about the shows and
The Annual Clef Club Spring had taken place at the grotto was
the work of God.
.
would like to see one once. But
Concert and Dance, concluding ·
.
.
they didn't have enough dough.
the most successful year in the
The play ends with Sis~er
Hel'e's what I have to say about history . of the club, will take Va~ous, pete~tent for her disit. "Inside U.S.A." is about the place at Netherland Plaza's H 11 ·behe~, following Bernadette to
.
a evening prayer
. biggest and one of the best musiof Mirrors May 20. During the
··
cals that's ever played Cincinnati. past year the Clef Club has apAs Franz. Werfel said in his
I don't care how elaborate or ex- peared at local colleg , th novel, and it sums up the entire
travagant a _movie is, there's just Hotel Al
. ff ·
es,
e story, "To those who believe in
ms, a airs on campus G d
.
.
something about the live stage and has taken
several t
' o ' no explanation is necessary.
ours.
To those who do not believe in
that can't be captured. There's a
The program. will begin at God, no explanation is possible."
feeling, a sort of electrical charge
between the people on the stage 8:30 p.m. and- will last about one
hour. On the concert program
Special Effects
and the people in the audience.
Special lighting effe.cts and
You can get a ticket to "Inside will be the songs of Xavier
U.S.A." for less thait the cost of Negro spirituals, humorous, re~ musical score add much to the
two movies. And it's worth ten ligious, and semi-popular num- forceful presentation of the movbers. The dance will follow the ing drama.
.
movies.
concert
after
a
brief
intermission
The
.cast
for
the
play includes:
You'll see a very funny satire
Naomi Mondiek as Bernadette;
on poll-takers. This was a riot be- and will continue until 1:00 a.m. Barbara
Dillworth, Sister vazous;
fore election; it should really
Ray Fitzgerald, Dean Peyramale·
make a point now. You'll see Jack Scoop Scooped By UC Coed, Richard Hartigan and Joan Gerke:
Haley, one of the deadest-panned
the parents of Bernadette· Beth
guys in show business in a scene To Be Married In June
Flannery as the aunt and Sue
with some of the funniest Rube To Miss Mary Kamson
Fischer as Bernadette's sister.
Goldberg-type sleep producing
James P. "Scoop" McCarthy,
Robert McGraw, Mayor Lacade;
devices you've ever seen. And whose laughing Irish face and ex- John Hinkler, the chief of police,
you'll remember for ·a long time tensive photographic equipment Jacomet; Ray Schlichte, Dr.
the scene on the San Francisco have been a welcome fixture on Dozous; William Schulte, Anwaterfront at night when John campus for several years, garn- toine; Brian .Conley1 Bouriette;
Tyers sings and Valerie Bettis ered a scoop for himself recently Marilyn Hilvers, C~oisine; John
dances "Haunted Heart." But the in the . form of an assent from Hooley, Sajou, Louis Bunning,
highlight of th~ show is Beatrice Miss .Mary C. Kamsor to become Pierre, and Otis Schulte, M. Per· Lillie. I can't describe her-she his spouse.
nitizio.
has to be seen and heard.
Scoop and Miss Kamson, of Ft.
Joanne O'Connell will play two
I'm not being paid to sell tickets Thomas, Ky., will be wed on June roles, that of Jeanne Abadie, and
: to "Inside U.S.A." I'm just trying 11, the wedding maks to be sung Mother Josephine.
to do the same thing I've tried all at St. Thomas Church, Ft. Thomyear-to get you into a theater. as. The bride-to-be is president ,------------~
You're missing one of the most of Phi Mu sorority at the Uniimportant . components o.f your versity of Cincinnati.

Clef Club Concert
Ancl Dance T~· Be
In Hall Of Mirrors

\

Raincoats

I

For

' ..

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

MILK
p
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At Gibson's Roof Garden

be given a free ticket it they do
Having completed plans for the so.
S ~mor
· B a11 .t o b e h e Id ~n M ay 13, s cene o f the evenmg
· •s ent er t am·
,Dick Kelly, dance chairman, an- ment will be the Gibson Roof
G d
nounc~d t~at there has been an ar en, with !JlUSic furnished by
enthusiastic response from upper- Art Hayes and his orchestra.
classmen for the traditional anTickets were distributed this
nual dance.
week to the various committeeAt a committee n1eeting held men and will be on sale next
Monday, it was voted to reduce week.
·
the price of the tickets to $3.50
Since the Wright Brothers' fi~st
and to make formal attire optional. Patron certificates were issued flight, there has been a seven- and seniors were urged to secure fold increase in efficiency of
as many patrons as possib,le, with planes.
---------------------------• SJ SJ SJ SJ SJ SJ SI 3
Si
Si

:a :a

Too

l~portant

=a = a .

To Forget -

The tremendous value·. of milk as a n~tural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY . CO.
.
AV. 6480

2519 Vine Street

Can your club o.r group use
several thousand dollars to refurnish the clubhouse, retire
an indebtedness, or start a
building fund?
These thousands of dollars
may be obtained quickly and
easily by participating in the
introduction of a new. product,
(

useful and

neede~

in every of-

fice and home.
•

To determine how, address

P.O. ·eox ss,
STATION E,
CINCINNATI.

iia
'/
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Vetarcus · ·Club
Communion Mass
.Set For Sunday

.-

Gallivantin'

• Fro8h Tran8cripl8 Nece88ary

The quarterly CommunionMass of the Vetarcus Club will
be held this Sunday, May 3, at
the 10 o'clock Mass at St. Louis
Church.
A meeting will follow at which
will be discussed plans for the
summer activities. The winners
of the combination raffle, a featuer of the card party April 20,
are the following: Helen Keanne
and Robert Wennig.

Students now in their first
semester at the Evening College
must have a transcript of their
I wish everyone could have had high school credits sent to the
the opportunity to meet Bert office if they expect to receive
Downlng's charming visitor, Miss credit for the college courses.
Mayme Lodge, who was here
from Scarborough, England. We
all enjoyed talking to her, and
want to wish her the best of luck
wherever she travels.
This opinionnaiTe is presented for the PUTpOSe of determining
HERE AND THERE:-Loretta
the
feeling
of students in various questions of interest to Evening
Rolfes (who's pet gripe is cats)
loves to walk barefooted down College students. Students not interviewed directly are invited to
Clifton Avenue . . . What's. this submit theiT views on any question by letters which may· be placed
about A 11 an (Green Thumb) in .the News mailbox in the Evening College .office.
Schlacter taking good care o{ the
• •
• •
grapefruit plant in the Wednesday
WHICH FOREIGN COUNTRY WOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT?
night Rhet. & Comp. class? . . .
Mary Ellen Cahill and Nancy
Retiker have joined the long list
of Xavier students who .are seen
at the Fenwick dances . . . Vic
LaPorte was recently home on
furlough . . . At the Vetarcus
Club's recerit card party, we saw
Dottie Glancy, Ann Sailor, Jack
Morris, · Jeanne bossman, Bob
Loftus, (who won the Electric
Toaster) and Ed McGee. Russ
Weiler walked off with the chocTONY DE LUCA,
KITTY QUITTER,
olate cake that everyone had CHARLIE COOK,
second
year student:
second
year
student:
second
year
student:
his eye on. Ginny Duffy made
I'd
like
to go to Italy
"Ever
since
I
was
a
it . . . The Grome's have a new "I· know I'd have a little girl, I've heard for several reasons
good
time
if
I
visited
car . . . Ask Rita Schwienefuss
all sorts of wonder- -if I could, I'd like
about the stage show she recently Brazil - . especially ful things about Ire- to see the Pope; and
de Janero where land-how beautiful then, I have a grandwent to . . . I hope Marilyn tRio
h e · beautiful and the countryside is, father in Naples I've
Holmes hasn't been having any colorful n.a tu r a 1 and lovely the folk- n e v e r seen and
,breakfast troubles like she did at land-marks are !lo lore and music are, would like to, of
enchanting. I would too. I've always lik- course. Since I can
the Retreat.
enjoy watching the ed Irish tradition- speak some Italian, I
new and growing the wearing of t~ wouldn't have much
•
d
EC Park 1ng Banne
life of this country green, especially. So, trouble talking to the
The Cincinnati Fire Department :-also, ~he ec,isy-g~- although I want to people I'd meet. Also,
.
· .
.
mg Latin with his travel everywhere, I think a climb up
has forbidden all parking m the r y t h m i c language Ireland really is my Mt. Vesuvius would
Evening College school yard.
and peaceful life."
be interesting."
first choice."

By Julie Gecka

I

SPEAK OF THE WEEK ·

•
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The Drur Store elosest to
Xavier University

If your hair isn't becoming to
you, you should be coming to us

Tile A.be Bau1nri11g
Pharmacy

Osborne's Barber Shop

EVANSTON
t.!===·=-=-=
..=·=..=·=·,=..-=··""'-=·-=-~•

17Z6 Brewster Ave.
(Just west of lUontgomery Rd.)

I•

EVERYTHING'S NEW FOR SPRING!
Our suit and slax department has been completely remodeled, made larger and more modern. The first
glimpse of our sensational new spring and summer
styles told us that we had "The Talk of the Town"
clothing, and that we must dress up our store to match.

Just A Few Of The New Arrivals!
• TOWNSMAN SPORT SU ITS!
• WRAP-A-ROUND JACKETS!
• BE-BOP JACKETS!
•And your favorite slax, the sensation Zax! Now
with new matching belt, open welt seams,
and back· pocket flaps, in the sharpest
shades you have. ever seen! We know that
they won't last long, so come in today and
take your pick.

New Zax Slax
Remodeling Special
Clip this ad it is worth $1 on any purchase of $5 or more.

"WHERE STYLES BEGIN"
Northeast Corner of Seventh and
Central Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

With fans who know••• it's,"1~~
"MEET ME TONIGHT IN DREAMLAND"

e

Alan Dale, a top-ten phono favorite, gives out
with the solid dream music. Yes, for starry-eyed
dancing, just ask for Alan Dale's new number. And

CAM' ELS
ARE A LONG-TIME
FAVO~ITe WITH Me,
TONI I I KNOW HOW
MILO A _CIGARETTE
CAN ee/

(Signature Record)

for mild, flavorf11l smoking pleasure, just ask for
Camels! Take it from Alan-"Camels are a grand
smoke . . . a cool, mild smoke!"

MILO IS RIGHT, ALAN,
I KHOW,TOO, BECAUSE I
MADE THE' CAMEL. so:OAY
TEST I ANO CAMELS

TASTI SO GOOD!

In

a recent test of hundreds of people who smoked
only Camels for 30 days, noted throat specialists, mak·
ing weekly examinations, report~d

NOT ONE Slt,IGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION

due to smoking
B. 1. l\e1nold1 Tobacco Co.

Wln1ton-1!1le111, N. C.

PAUEEIGBT
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WRITER VIEWS NAVAL AIR ARM ON TRIP TO. FLORIDA BASE
.

Former X Students, Now
Cadets, Are Interviewed

Jim Ray, (In cockpit) and Ed Richter
(Inset) former XU students are shown at
the controls of their training ship. Below
ls pictured the aircraft carrier u.· S. S.
Cabot, and at right an SNF trainer bitting
the flight deck.
,

(Ed. note - Staff writer Al
Moser represented the XU
News last month on a Navysponsored trip to Pensacola,
Fla., where he, Charlie Stix of
the UC News Record, and other
news and radio writers, viewed
the Naval Air Training program first hand.)

By A.l Moser
The United States Naval Air
Station at Pensacola, Florida, is
the garden spot of the Navy.
There are few military installations in the world that can compare in beauty and balmy weather with Pensacola. The weather,
of course, must be good, for here
is carried on the spectacular anci
fascinating job of training Naval
Aviators. Small wonder, then, that
I enjoyed myself so thoroughly
when I joined a group of press
and radio men in touring the base
recently.
,
The morning after the arrival
of our party we met and' conferred with Captain Leonard B.
Sutherland, Director of Training.
Some interesting facts and some
astounding figures came out of
that conference. The most significant figure, to me at least, was
the cost of the Naval Air Cadet's
education. With all overhead included, it costs the Navy at the
present time $42,000 to make a
Naval Aviator out of a man.

P.A.: "Switch pilots. John Jones
-qualified!!" And Cadet John
Jones walks off the flight deck
the happiest· man in the United
States Navy.
"What does Cadet Jones think
·of his training and of his life at
Pensacola? Thus far I had heard
only from Captains and Commanders and Public Information
Officers who were frankly trying
to sell a bill 'of goods. I wanted
some straight dope and I got it
from two Xavier men.

Richter And Ray
Ed Richter graduated from
Purcell in 1946 and Jim Ray '
the same year. Neither of them,
strangely enough, had ever had
. much ambition to-fly. They chose
the Naval Air Corps, I suppose,
because it offers a rich, clean life
with good pay and excellent living conditions. But now they'r.e
flying, and....:..no kidding-when
you just mention the subject, their
eyes light up and they're beaming all over. We went out to the
flight line to get some pictures
of them and their pride and enment.
nal for the first take-off: you ly you hear the thrill of it when, thusiasm when they climbed onto
You see the thrill of it on the feel the spine-.chilling thrill of after the final landing, the Flight the plane was enough to convince
student's face as he revs up his it as he roars past the island and Officer's voice booms over 'the even a skeptical old ex-doggie
motor awaiting the starting sig- off the bow of the ship; and final'" came from Walnut Hills High in like myself. ~
---------------------------------------------''------------

and Doepke's Men's Shop Presents:

Program Outlined
What kind of a program is it
that costs so much? Capt. Sutherland outlined it briefly: Suppos1::
a boy from Xavier has completed
his two years of college, is over
18 and under 26, and passes his
physical exam. From Cincinnati
he will be sent directly to Pensacola where his training will begin immediately. The first phase j
of his education is the Pre-flight
school where he is given indoctri-1
nation in Navy tradition, etc.,
academic instruction, military !
training, and an extensive physi- r
·cal fitness and athletic program.,
From pre-flight school the Cadet advances to basic flight training. This phase consists of four i
divisions: Primary, aerobatics and ·
instruments, gunnery and tactics
(the NavCad program is the only
one where this is included in the :
basic course), and Carrier Quali-1
fication (six landings on a moving carrier). Now he's ready for 1
Advanced training at Corpus
Christi, Texas.

....,,.
ad(ust•

I

$75 A Month
This training lasts approximately 18 months, during which
the Cadet receives $75.00 a month
salary, plus $1.20 a day subsistence, plus $10,000 paid-up life
insurance. Upon graduation he is
commissioned an ensign and is
entitled to the coveted "Wings of
Gold."
After the Captain's conference,
we boarded the carrier, U.S.S.
Cabot. She's an interesting ship,
having the best war record of
any Navy carrier. "The Iron
Lady", as they call her, was also
the first ship out of mothballs.
Now the work and sweat and
hopes and dreams of every Naval
Air Cadet at Pensacola is focused
on the stately girl. For on her
deck each student must land his
SUJ (two-seated Navy trainer)
six times.- Everything that has
gone before-in the classroom and
the Link trainer, on the drill
field and the airstrip-all of that
was preparation for just this mo-

XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
· JULIUS LOHR
17&7 Mont1omery Road
3 Blocb ~t of Campua

Invisible top-button
loop for smooth, lay•
low collar fit •.

Action back with two
deep, fully l~verted
pfeata.

\

when.• worn open.

Neatly finished bottom
1o wear In or out of
trou11r1.

SPORT SHIRT SUPERB by BRENTWOOD
You'll like the B~entwood ••••• for the handsome flt of its easy,
casually draped lines ••••• for its lavish eustom type detailinq ·
••••• for its quality material • • • •• washable, sppn rayon mix·
lures in a choice of smart colors. Phone PA 3800 tomorrow for
your Brentwood sport shlrtl .
MEN'S SHOP-FIRST FLOOR

On The Parkway

•'

5

.95
each

